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Abstract

We review recent Z0 physics results from SLD that use the Cherenkov Ring Imaging

Detector for charged particle identi�cation. The performance of the detector and likeli-

hood method are described briey. Several hadronization measurements are presented, in-

cluding identi�ed hadron production in events of di�erent primary avors, leading hadron

production, and new correlation studies sensitive to details of both leading and nonleading

hadron production. Identi�ed K� have been used in conjunction with precision vertexing

to study charmless and doubly charmed B-hadron decays. This combination has also

been used to tag b, �b, c and �c jets, yielding precise measurements of B0- �B0 mixing and of

the asymmetric couplings Ab and Ac. Identi�ed K� and �0/��0 have been used to tag s

and �s jets, yielding a measurement of As. The clean identi�ed particle samples provided

e�ciently by the CRID allow the purities of these tags to be measured from the data, an

essential ingredient for precision physics.
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1 Introduction

The SLD experiment [1] studies Z0 bosons produced in e+e� annihilatons at the SLAC

Linear Collider (SLC). A carrier of the electroweak interaction, the Z0 boson decays into

a fermion-antifermion (f �f) pair with probability predicted by the Standard Model (SM)

electroweak couplings of the Z0 to fermion f . The parity violation in this decay leads to

an asymmetric distribution of the polar angle between the outgoing f and the incoming

e�, which depends strongly on the e+ and e� polarizations. The SLC electron beam is

longitudinally polarized to a magnitude of �73% with a sign determined randomly for

each beam pulse.

A key aspect of the SLD physics program is the measurement of total and asymmetric

couplings, Rf and Af , for as many of the fundamental fermions f as possible. Measuring

Af requires both identifying Z
0 ! f �f events and determining the direction of the outgoing

f (as opposed to �f), which is challenging for the quarks, f = u; d; s; c; b, as they appear

as jets of particles. Z0 ! b�b and c�c events can be identi�ed by modern vertex detectors,

using the 3 (1) mm average ight distance of the leading B (D) hadron in each b (c) jet.

Quantities used to distinguish b (c) from �b (�c) jets include the total charge of vertices or

jets, and the charge of identi�ed leptons or reconstructedD mesons. The �rst two methods

su�er from low analyzing power, and the other two from low e�ciency. The charge of

identi�ed kaons is foreseen as a powerful method in future B physics experiments, and we

have recently pioneered its use for both b and c jets using our Cherenkov Ring Imaging

Detector. The purity of a avor tag can be measured from the data in e+e� annihilations

using the anticorrelation between the f and �f in the event.

Light avor (u, d, s) jets are identi�able using their leading particles, and early work

in this area is promising. We have used high-momentum strange particles to tag s and �s

jets, measured the tag purities from the data, and made a measurement of As. We are

studying ways to saparate u, �u, d and �d jets. The tagging of light avors would have a

wide range of applications in high energy physics, from deep inelastic scattering, to jets

from hadron-hadron collisions and studies of the decays of W -bosons, top quarks, Higgs

bosons, and any new particle that is discovered.

In addition, the hadronic event samples at the Z0 are of unprecendented size and pu-

rity, providing a unique opportunity to study the structure of hadronic jets and the decays

of B and D hadrons in great detail. Jet formation is in the realm of non-perturbative

QCD and is not understood quantitatively. The empirical understanding of jet structure

is essential as jets are (will be) part of the signal for decays of W� bosons, t quarks (any

undiscovered heavy objects), as well as the background for these and other processes.

Isolated jets have been identi�ed with partons in order to make a number of tests of

perturbative QCD. QCD tests, searches for new physics, and conventional physics studies

would be more sensitive if we could distinguish jets of di�erent origins (gluons, quarks, an-

tiquarks). Jet structure in terms of inclusive properties of charged tracks has been studied

extensively, however more theoretical and experimental input is needed, especially in the

area of identi�ed and reconstructed particles. In particular, the study of leading particles
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is needed for the development of light-avor jet tags.

Decays of B0 and B+ mesons have been studied extensively by experiments operating

at the �(4S). The properties and mixture of B hadrons produced at the Z0 di�er consid-

erably from those at the �(4S), providing a number of opportunities for complementary

studies of B hadron decays [2], especially those involving identi�ed particles for which the

�(4S) experiments have limited momentum coverage.

To study this wide range of physics, the SLD includes a Cherenkov Ring Imaging

Detector (CRID) designed to identify ��, K� and p/�p over most of the momentum

range, and leptons at low momentum, complemeting the electromagnetic calorimeter and

muon detectors. The CRID design and performance are summarized in sec. 2. We then

present a number of physics results in the areas of jet structure (sec. 3) and physics

with avor-tagged jets (sec. 4). Two unique studies [3] of B-hadron decays that bene�t

from SLD's excellent vertexing and particle identi�cation are described separately in these

proceedings [2].

2 SLD CRID Performance

The SLD CRID design and hardware performance are described in [4]. Briey, it is a

large barrel detector covering the polar angle range j cos �j < 0:68, and comprising two

radiator systems; liquid C6F14 and gaseous C5F12+N2 cover the lower and higher mo-

mentum regions, respectively. Cherenkov photons from the liquid (gaseous) radiator are

focussed by proximity (spherical mirrors) onto one of 40 quartz-windowed time projection

chambers (TPCs) containing ethane with �0.1% TMAE. Each single photoelectron drifts

to a wire chamber where its conversion point is measured in three dimensions and used

to reconstruct a Cherenkov angle �c with respect to each extrapolated track.

The average �c resolution for liquid (gas) photons was measured to be 16 (4.5) mrad,

including errors on alignments and track extrapolation; the local resolution of 13 (3.8)

mrad is consistent with the design value. The average number of detected photons per

� = 1 track was 16.1 (10.0) in �-pair events. In hadronic events, cuts to suppress spurious

hits and cross-talk from saturating hits gave an average of 12.8 (9.2) accepted hits. The

average reconstructed �c for � = 1 tracks was 675 (58.6) mrad, independent of position

within the CRID and ��liqc was constant in time. Time variations in ��gasc of up to �1:2

mrad were tracked with an online monitor and veri�ed in the data.

Tracks were identi�ed using a likelihood technique [5]. For each of the hypotheses

i = e; �; �;K, p, a likelihood Li was calculated based upon the number of detected

photons and their measured �c, the expected number and ��c, and a background term.

The background included overlapping Cherenkov radiation from other tracks in the event

and a constant term normalized to the number of hits in the relevant TPC that were

associated with no track.

Cuts on di�erences between the logarithms of these likelihoods, Li = lnLi, are op-

timized for each analysis. For example, in the analysis of charged hadrons (sec. 3) we
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considered only the hypotheses i = �,K,p, and high purity was the primary considera-

tion. We therefore applied a tight set of CRID quality cuts [6] (accepting �60% of the

tracks with CRID information), and tracks with p < 2:5 (p > 2:5) GeV/c were identi�ed

as species j if Lj exceeded both of the other log-likelihoods by at least 5 (3) units. The

matrix E of identi�cation e�ciencies is shown in �g. 1. The elements E�j and Epj were

determined from the data using tracks from selected K0
s , � and �0 decays. The EKj were

related to the measured elements using a detailed detector simulation. The bands in �g. 1

encompass the systematic errors on the e�ciencies, determined from the statistics of the

data test samples. The discontinuities correspond to Cherenkov thresholds in the gaseous

radiator. The identi�cation e�ciencies peak near or above 0.9 and the pion coverage is

continuous over �0.3{35 GeV/c. There is a gap in the kaon-proton separation, �7{10

GeV/c, and the proton coverage extends to the beam momentum. Misidenti�cation rates

are typically less than 0.03, with peak values of up to 0.06.

Many analyses required identifying K� with high e�ciency and reasonable purity. A

looser track selection was made (�95% of CRID tracks) and a moderate cut, typically

LK � L� > 3, made against pions and leptons, along with a loose cut against protons,

typically LK �Lp > �1. The e�ciency for identifying true kaons is �70% for 1 < p < 30

GeV/c; the pion (proton) misidenti�cation rate depends strongly on momentum and can

be as large as 12% (70%). K� samples of 70{90% purity are achieved. The power of this

loose identi�cation for reconstructing strange and charmed mesons is illustrated in �gs. 2

and 3.

The CRID has also been used in the identi�cation of leptons. Alone, it provides e�-

cient e-� separation for p < 4 GeV/c, and combined with the electromagnetic calorimeter

gave improved e� identi�cation for p < 8 GeV/c. For e� from B hadron decays, adding

the CRID information resulted in a doubling of the e�ciency of an optimized algorithm

for a given purity. For ��, the CRID rejects �� for 2 < p < 4 GeV/c, and K�, a substan-

tial source of punchthrough, at all momenta. Reoptimizing the muon selection including

CRID information increased the e�ciency by �10% at all p, and the purity by �40% for

2 < p < 4 GeV/c and 5{30% at higher momenta.
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Figure 1: Calibrated identi�cation e�ciencies for tracks used in the charged hadron anal-

ysis.
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signals for the K�0(890) and �(1020).
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distributions for tracks forming secondary vertices (dots) show-

ing signals for the D0, including the satellite peak, and Ds mesons. The simulated (back-

ground) distributions are shown as (hatched) histograms.
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3 Hadronization Physics

Inclusive properties of the charged tracks and photons in jets have been studied extensively

in e+e� annihilations. Studies of speci�c identi�ed particles at lower energies had low

statistics and incomplete momentum coverage, but were able to observe the production

of baryons, vector mesons and strange mesons and baryons, and to study mechanisms for

strangeness and baryon number conservation through correlations. The large samples at

the Z0 have allowed much more detailed studies [7], including the recent observations of

tensor mesons and orbitally excited baryons.

We have studied the production of seven identi�ed particle species in hadronic Z0

decays [6]. Charged ��, K� and p/�p identi�ed as described in sec. 2 were counted as a

function of momentum and these counts unfolded using the inverse of the identi�cation

e�ciency matrix (�g. 1) to yield production cross sections as a function of momentum.

The neutral strange vector mesons K�0 and � were reconstructed in their K+�� and

K+K� modes, respectively, using the loose kaon selection (sec. 2). Production cross

sections were extracted from �ts to the invariant mass distributions (see �g. 2). These

cross sections, along with similar measurements for K0 and �0/��0 [6], are shown in �g. 4.

These measurements cover a wide momentum range with good precision. Similar

inclusive measurements have been made [7] at the Z0 by DELPHI using RICH particle

identi�cation, and by ALEPH and OPAL using dE/dx. The measurements are consistent,

have comparable precision and, between the two methods, cover the entire momentum

range. The clean samples available from the CRID compensate for the much higher

statistics at LEP, and also allow smaller systematic errors in some cases, most notably

theK�0, for which the background is high and contains large contributions from reections

of resonances decaying into �+��.

The CRID e�ciency and purity are especially useful when the data are divided into

smaller samples and additional levels of unfolding are required. We divided the hadronic

events into b-, c- and light-avor (u,d,s) samples [6], repeated the above analyses on each,

and unfolded the results to yield production cross sections in these three avor categories.

Substantial di�erences are observed, as expected from the known production and decay

properties of the leading heavy hadrons. The results for the light-avor sample are shown

in �g. 5, where coverage and precision comparable to that of the avor-inclusive sample

are evident. This measurement provides a more pure way of looking at hadronization

at a fundamental level. We have found these results to be consistent with the limited

predictions of perturbative QCD [6], and compared them with the predictions of three

hadronization models (see �g. 5). All describe the data qualitatively; di�erences in detail

include: all models are high for low-momentum kaons; the JETSET model is high for the

vector mesons and protons at all momenta; the HERWIG model and, to a lesser extent,

the UCLA model show excess structure at high momentum for all particle species; no

model is able to reproduce the �10% di�erence between K� and K0 production. These

discrepancies have been observed previously [7], however our measurement demonstrates

unambiguously that they are in the hadronization part of the model and not in the simula-
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tion of heavy hadron production and decay. We have found additional minor discrepancies

in the heavy avor events [6].

The events in the light avor sample can be divided further into quark hemispheres and

antiquark hemispheres using the electron beam polarization, providing a unique study of

leading particle e�ects [8, 6]. For events with thrust axis j cos �j > 0:2, the forward (back-

ward) thrust hemisphere is tagged as the quark jet if the beam is left-(right-)polarized,

and the opposite hemisphere tagged as the antiquark jet. The SM predicts a quark purity

of 73%. The set of hadrons in quark jets plus their respective antihadrons in antiquark

jets were analyzed to yield cross sections �h for hadrons in light quark jets. Similarly,

the remaining hadrons yielded antihadron cross sections ��h. The corrected normalized

production di�erences Dh = (�h � ��h)=(�h + ��h) are shown in �g. 6.

At low momentum, hadron and antihadron production are consistent. At higher mo-

mentum there is an excess of baryons over antibaryons, as expected from leading baryon

production (a baryon contains valence quarks, not antiquarks). The large excess of pseu-

doscalar and vector antikaons over kaons at high momentum is evidence both for leading

kaon production, and for the dominance of s�s events in producing leading kaons. No

signi�cant leading particle signature is visible for pions.

CRID type particle identi�cation greatly enhances studies of pairs of hadrons in the

same event. We have analyzed [9] correlations in rapidity y = 0:5 ln((E + pk)=(E � pk)),

where E (pk) is the energy (momentum projection onto the thrust axis) of the hadron,

between pairs of identi�ed ��, K� and p/�p in light-avor events. We compared the

distribution of �y = jy1� y2j for identi�ed K+K� pairs with that for K+K+ and K�K�

pairs. The latter are expected to be uncorrelated, and the di�erence between the two

distributions illuminates strangeness production in the hadronization process. We observe

[9] a large di�erence at low values of �y; this `short range' correlation indicates that the

conservation of strangeness is `local', that is, a strange and an antistrange particle are

produced close to each other in the phase space of the jet. Similar e�ects for p�p and

�+�� pairs indicate local conservation of baryon number and isospin, respectively. Such

e�ects have been observed previously, however the CRID has allowed the study of the

shape and range of the correlations in detail and at many momenta, in particular we have

veri�ed the scale-invariance of the range. We have also observed short-range correlations

between opposite-charge �K, �p and Kp pairs; they are relatively weak, and high purity

is required to separate them from the large �� background. They suggest charge-ordering

of all particle types along the q�q axis and provide new tests of fragmentation models.

We also expect correlations at long range due to leading particles, e.g. an s�s event

may have a leading K� in the s jet and a leading K+ in the �s jet that have a large

�y. We have studied pairs of identi�ed hadrons that both have p > 9 GeV/c. Their �y

distributions are shown in �g. 7; the p cut separates each distribution into two parts,

one (�y < 2) comprising pairs in the same jet and the other (�y > 3) comprising pairs

in opposite jets of the event. Strong K+K� correlations are seen at both short and

long range, as expected. For baryon and pion pairs, any long-range correlation will be

diluted by the short-range correlation { a high-momentum leading baryon will always be
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accompanied by a subleading antibaryon, also with high momentum. We do not observe

a long-range correlation for p�p pairs, however we do observe a signi�cant correlation

for �+�� pairs, providing direct evidence for leading pion production. There are also

signi�cant correlations for �K and Kp pairs, but not for �p pairs. These cross terms

provide new information on leading particle production in jets of di�erent avors, which

will eventually allow the use of high momentum identi�ed particles to separate u�u, d �d

and s�s events from each other.

Using the beam polarization to select the quark hemisphere in each event, we have

performed a new study [9] of rapidities signed such that y > 0 (y < 0) corresponds to the

(anti)quark direction. A pair of identi�ed hadrons can then be ordered, for example by

charge to form the ordered rapidity di�erence �y+� = y+�y�. A positive value of �y+�

indicates that the positively charged hadron is more in the direction of the primary quark

than the negatively charged hadron. The distribution of �y+� can be studied in terms

of the di�erence between its positive and negative sides. We observe a large di�erence

for K+K� pairs at long range due to leading kaon production in s�s events. A signi�cant

di�erence at short range for p�p pairs at all p is direct evidence that the proton in a

correlated p�p pair prefers the quark direction over the antiquark direction.

4 Quark Flavor Tagging and Electroweak Physics

The identi�cation of the avor of the quark that initiated a hadronic jet is required for

a wide variety of physics. The development of precision vertex detectors has enabled the

pure and e�cient tagging of b/�b and c/�c jets, leading to a number of precise measurements

in �xed-target and e+e� annihilation experiments and the understanding of top quark

production at hadron colliders.

For many measurements it is also necessary to distinguish b from �b or c from �c jets. The

use of charged kaons is envisioned for this purpose in several future B physics experiments,

and has recently been pioneered by SLD. We present examples of its use for both b and

c physics, which rely on the CRID for high e�ciency and purity that is measurable from

the data.

The identi�cation of light avor jets is a �eld in its infancy. The three light avors can

be separated from b/�b and c/�c jets by the absence of a secondary vertex in the jet; the

only known way to distinguish them from each other is by identifying the leading particle

in the jet cleanly. Little experimental information on leading particle production in light

avor jets exists (much of which appears in sec. 3 above), making the measurement of

tagging purities and analyzing powers from the data essential. We present a measurement

of As and discuss prospects for light-avor tagging in general.
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A B
0- �B0 Mixing

To measure the time dependence of B0- �B0 mixing, one must tag neutral B hadrons and

determine their avor (B or �B) at both production and decay time. We �rst selected a

sample of high-mass secondary vertices [10] (98% B-purity, �40% B0
d) and reconstructed

the proper decay time � of each. The avor at production was determined by a combi-

nation of the beam polarization and the charges of the tracks, identi�ed K�, e� and ��

in the opposite hemisphere, with a correct-sign fraction of 88%. The avor at decay time

was determined from the charge of any identi�ed K� attached to the secondary vertex,

with a correct-sign probability Pcorr = 77%.

The fraction of events classi�ed as mixed (di�erent avors at production and decay)

is shown as a function of � in �g. 8. A clear increase with time is evident, which

is the signal for B0
d-
�B0
d mixing. A �t to the data yielded a 6% measurement of the

mass di�erence �md. There are several other measurements of �md on the market with

similar precision, including three from SLD, however this is the only one using the K�

tag, providing valuable complementarity.

There is considerable interest in B0
s -
�B0
s mixing, for which there are currently only
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Flavor Tag Rel. Correct Sign Corr. Frac. Error on Ab Error on Ac

Method E�. Fraction b/c Measmt. Now Final Now Final

Evt. Chg. Q 1.0 �0.6, jQj-dep. model-dep. 0.040 0.035 { {

Id'd K� 0.4 �0.75 / 0.90 clean 0.138 0.040 0.050 0.036

Id'd lepton 0.1 �0.90 / 0.95 stat. ltd. 0.069 0.044 0.110 0.070

Rec'd D(�) 0.01 �0.85 / 1.00 stat. ltd. { { 0.072 0.044

Table 1: Summary of SLD heavy avor asymmetry measurements

lower limits on the frequency. Our K� charge tag is insensitive to the Bs avor, since

the B0
s decay contains both a K and �K meson, which is a feature of the above B0

d-
�B0
d

mixing measurement. However, the measurement of B0
s -
�B0
s mixing requires a strongly

enriched Bs sample, for which the CRID is quite useful (see �g. 3). Also, the subleading

K� produced in association with a �B0
s meson can be used as an initial state tag, as

demonstrated in a Bs production measurement by DELPHI [2].

B Heavy Flavor Asymmetries

In order to measure the asymmetric coupling Aq of the Z0 to quarks of avor q it is

necessary to identify the event avor as Z0 ! q�q and to determine the polar angle �q of

the primary q. The event thrust axis provides a good estimate of j cos �qj, however it must

still be determined which thrust hemisphere contains the initial q and which the �q.

In the case of the heaviest avors accessible at the Z0, q = b; c, the event avor

can be determined by the presence of a secondary vertex of high or low invariant mass,

respectively. We selected samples of 96% b�b purity and 69% c�c purity, respectively, and

measured these purities in the data. We have used four methods so far to determine the

primary b or c direction, summarized in table 1.

A standard method is to use identi�ed e� and ��, which were assigned to B decays,

D decays, or cascade B ! D ! l decays based on the vertex mass and the lepton p and

pt with respect to the vertex ight direction. An e� or �� tags a �B or �D meson, and a

likelihood �t was used to extract Ab and Ac simultaneously. This method is competitive

due to the CRID-assisted e� and �� identi�cation (sec. 2) and the high Pcorr. However

the e�ciency is low and the sources of leptons overlap substantially, making it di�cult to

measure Pcorr in the data.

We have measured Ac using D and D� mesons reconstructed in several decay modes.

The CRID is essential for the D0 ! K��+ (with no D� requirements) and Ds !

K+K��+ modes (see �g. 3). This method has essentially unit Pcorr, but su�ers from

relatively low statistics.

A standard method for Ab is the momentum-weighted event charge Q [11], which gives
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Figure 9: Distributions of the b-quark polar angle for events produced with negatively

(left) and positively (right) polarized electron beams.

a sign to every tagged b�b event, but Pcorr is low, averaging �60%, and depends on jQj.

Pcorr can be measured in the data under some model-dependent assumptions, but the

method will reach a systematic limit of a few percent.

We have recently demonstrated the use of identi�ed K� to measure both Ab [12] and

Ac [13]. AK� was identi�ed in �40% of the tagged B hadron vertices with Pcorr = 73%, a

smaller value than in sec. 4.1 since B0- �B0 mixing is now a dilution. This method provides

a nice balance between e�ciency and purity, yields the cos �b distributions in �g. 9, and

Pcorr can be measured unambigusouly in the data. The precision of the Pcorr measurement

depends on the square of the e�ciency and is also quite sensitive to background, so that

CRID typeK� identi�cation is essential. Currently this measurement is statistics limited,

as we have analyzed less than one-sixth of our data sample; we expect to measure Pcorr

to �2%, a valuable result in itself for future B physics experiments, and to achieve one of
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the best precisions on Ab. Furthermore, this is a unique method complementary to those

used so far, which give a world average value of Ab that di�ers from the SM prediction

by 3�.

The situation is even better for charm. A K� was found in �40% of low mass vertices

with zero net charge, and gave Pcorr > 90%. In charged vertices the vertex charge was

combined with that of any identi�ed K� to give an average Pcorr = 91% for all charm

vertices, and the cos �c distributions shown in �g. 10. This Pcorr can be estimated reliably

from known charmed hadron branching ratios, and with one-half of our data analyzed,

we have the world's best measurement of Ac. A measurement of Pcorr from the data is

feasible and will be required to reach 1% precision.

C Light Flavor Asymmetries

In contrast to the situation with leptons or heavy avors, there are published measure-

ments of Z0 couplings to light-avor quarks (u, d and s) only from DELPHI [14] and

OPAL [15], with rather poor precision. The challenge is to separate these avors not only

from the heavy avors but also from each other. Leading particles at high momentum

can be used to determine the event avor, and, if they carry the appropriate quantum

number, the direction of the quark. However, the lack of experimental measurements of

leading particle e�ects for these avors leads to the choice of relying on a hadronization

model to predict sample purities and Pcorr, or trying to measure these in the data.

We have taken the approach of applying hard avor selection cuts to reduce back-

grounds, increase the Pcorr and therefore reduce the associated systematic errors. A

hadronization model was used to predict these, but key quantities were measured in the

data, the predictions adjusted accordingly, and the data statistics used to estimate the

systematic errors.

To measure As [16], we used the light avor sample and tagged s (�s) hemispheres

using identi�ed K� (K+) with p > 9 GeV/c and reconstructed �0 ! p�� (��0 ! �p�+)

with p > 5 GeV/c and the (anti)proton identi�ed in the CRID. Requiring either an s-tag

in one hemisphere and an �s-tag in the other, or an s- or �s-tag in one hemisphere and

a reconstructed K0
s ! �+�� with p > 5 GeV/c in the other, yielded an event sample

with 69% s�s purity and an average Pcorr = 82%. The distributions of cos �s are shown in

�g. 11.

The heavy-avor background is substantial but understood, and the associated sys-

tematic errors are small. Pcorr for s�s events was measured in the data by counting hemi-

spheres in which we identi�ed three K� or K0
s , since hemispheres with three true kaons

are the dominant source of wrong signs. Similarly, the level and asymmetry of the u�u/d �d

background were measured by counting hemispheres with two identi�ed kaons, and events

with an s-tag (or �s-tag) in both hemispheres. The simulation was used to relate these

counts to the relevant quantities, and was checked against our measured KK correlations

(sec. 3).

The CRID was essential in this analysis, yielding both a clean s�s sample and enough
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2- and 3-kaon hemispheres to measure the Pcorr and background. A �t gave As = 0:82 �

0:10 � 0:07 (Preliminary), which is consistent with both the SM and the world average

Ab, and is already a useful test of down-type universality. It is consistent with previous

measurements and with a new measurement from DELPHI [17]. We expect a total relative

uncertainty of �9% when our full data sample is analyzed, and with another data run or

further input from the LEP experiments we might hope for a world average with a �5%

uncertainty

An open question is the extent to which we can measure the other two light avor

asymmetries, Au and Ad. The two avors are expected to have similar production of

leading pions and protons, but perhaps to di�er in leading strange particle production.

Here it is essential to measure the purities and Pcorr in the data, as has been done by

OPAL [15]. We are pursuing this topic and expect �20% measurements based on the

statitstics of our long-range correlation data (�g. 7).

5 Conclusions

We have presented a number of recent results from the SLD collaboration that use the

CRID for charged particle identi�cation. The performance of both the liquid and gaseous

radiator systems has reached essentially the design parameters in terms of Cherenkov

photon yield, angular resolution and hadron identi�cation. CRID and calorimeter in-

formation have been combined to enhance the identi�cation of electrons and muons. A

wide variety of physics has been made possible or improved by the use of the CRID, in

such diverse areas as hadronic jet structure, B-hadron decays and precision electroweak

physics.

We have made precise studies of the production of ��, K�, p/�p, K�0 and � in inclusive

hadronic events, complementing measurements made with other particle identi�cation

techniques. We have also made new studies of events of di�erent avors and of leading

particles. We have made the �rst precise studies of short-range, long-range and ordered

correlations between pairs of identi�ed ��, K� and p/�p in light-avor events. This set of

results greatly enhances our understanding of jet formation.

The complete momentum coverage of K� from B decays, combined with precision

vertexing, has allowed a number of studies of B hadron decays that are di�cult at existing

�(4S) detectors. We have studied the endpoint of the K� spectrum, �nding no evidence

for b! sg transitions. We have compared K� production from the up- and downstream

vertices in inclusive B decays, and extracted a new measurement of the fraction of doubly

charmed B decays. Such results demonstrate the power of full momentum coverage, and

bode well for future dedicated B physics experiments that include a RICH.

Flavor tagging of hadronic jets is an important recent advance in elementary particle

physics. We have pioneered the use of K� to distinguish B from �B hadrons and b from �b

jets inclusively, envisioned as an e�cient and powerful tool at future dedicated B physics

experiments. Our measurements of �md and Ab are competitive, with uncertainties dom-
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inated by the unknown analyzing power of this technique. When all our data are analyzed

we expect to measure this analyzing power to �2% and to obtain measurements of �md,

�ms and Ab that are among the world's best and complement existing techniques. This

inclusive method is also e�ective for charm; we already have the world's best measurement

of Ac, and this technique should �nd applications at any future experiment that produces

charm and includes a RICH.

We have established the tagging of s jets using leading, high-momentum identi�ed

K� and �0 and produced the world's best measurement of As. Our studies of long-range

correlations indicate that tagging of u and d jets using leading particles is possible, and

we hope to make a complete set of measurements of the electroweak couplings of the Z0

to the quarks. The potential applications for light-avor tagging are numerous, including

decays of W� bosons, top quarks, Higgs bosons, and new particles, as well as in the study

of jet production in deep inelastic scattering and hadron-hadron collisions.
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